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Abstract
Large-scale applications typically spend a large fraction of their
execution time performing I/O to a parallel storage system. However, with rapid progress in compute and storage system stack of
large-scale systems, it is critical to investigate and update our understanding of the I/O behavior of large-scale applications. Toward
that end, in this work, we monitor, collect and analyze a year worth
of storage system data from a large-scale production parallel storage system. We perform temporal, spatial and correlative analysis
of the system and uncover surprising patterns which defy existing
assumptions and have important implications for future systems.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems → Distributed storage; • Software and
its engineering → Ultra-large-scale systems.
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1

Introduction

Large-scale applications typically spend a significant fraction of
their execution time performing I/O (e.g., checkpointing and analysis output). While the compute characteristics of large-scale HPC
applications are very well-studied, the I/O behavior of large-scale
applications does not receive the same level of attention. In the past,
some HPC facilities have attempted to address this problem by sharing best operational practices [10, 11, 19, 39], analyzing I/O workload characteristics [30, 33–35, 52, 59], and performing controlled
experiments on a large-scale parallel storage system [36, 55, 56, 58].
However, a knowledge gap still exists in terms of understanding
the most recent trends in I/O characteristics at the back end of the
storage system and their implication for system design and operations. Bridging this gap is challenging because large-scale HPC
storage systems are complex and difficult to manage, and hence,
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it is hard to monitor, collect, and accurately analyze I/O data to
understand the characteristics of the system and applications - to
identify and remove the sources of inefficiency [3, 8, 41].
To address this challenge and revisit the widely-held beliefs about
I/O behavior of large-scale applications, this study performs measurement and systematic analysis of a year’s worth of I/O activity
data from National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center’s
(NERSC) HPC facility. This I/O activity data is collected during the
year 2018 for all the Object Storage Servers (OSS), Object Storage
Targets (OST), Meta Data Server (MDS), and Meta Data Target
(MDT) for the Lustre parallel storage system at NERSC shared by
Edison and Cori supercomputers. This rich data enables us to investigate patterns in time and space dimensions: from minute to month
granularity and from one storage component in the hierarchy to all
storage components concurrently. This helps us identify subtle relationships between different I/O activities and system components
over time. Overall, we make the following contributions:
⋆ We develop an analysis pipeline to examine the I/O data collected
from the shared parallel storage system at the NERSC HPC
data center. Our pipeline includes a statistical characterization
methodology to identify and analyze hidden trends in the I/O
characteristics of a large-scale parallel storage system.
⋆ We investigate temporal, spatial, and correlative behavior of
HPC I/O by analyzing different components of the storage
system (e.g., OSTs, OSSes, and MDS). Our study uncovers
surprising patterns which defy existing assumptions about HPC
I/O and have important implications for future systems [3, 41].
⋆ Our analysis reveals that HPC storage systems may no longer
be dominated by write I/O - challenging the long- and widelyheld belief that HPC workloads are write-heavy. In fact, over the
past few years, read I/O at NERSC has grown to surpass write
I/O by a margin, even after accounting for burst-buffer writes!
⋆ We confirm the conventional wisdom that HPC I/O is usually
bursty, but we show that write I/O is more bursty than read
I/O. Moreover, while HPC I/O activity does not show diurnal
patterns, write I/O shows high variance during evening
hours and weekends – identifying such periods helps prevent
scheduling of I/O-interference-sensitive jobs during these times.
⋆ Our study discovers that there is a huge load imbalance
across OSTs in terms of I/O activity even at long time-scales,
and hence, tools that perform intelligent file migration across
OSTs are highly desirable for large-scale parallel storage systems.
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file system is ≈30 PB with an aggregate peak I/O bandwidth of 700
GB/s. This Lustre file system is also shared by another system, a
Cray XC30 system named Edison, which has 12-core processors on
each of its 5,586 nodes. Edison has a local Lustre file system as well,
but in this paper, we study the logs of the shared Lustre file system.
We note this study does not specifically focus on burst-buffer
I/O activities since the burst-buffer read and write activities are
still quite limited (5-15%) and the shared scratch space continues to
observe almost all the I/O traffic. However, for careful and complete
analysis, we include burst-buffer I/O activity at certain places where
our findings may have interactions with the burst-buffer activities.

Figure 1: Cori supercomputing system overview with an SSDbased Cray DataWarp burst-buffer and a Lustre file system [5].
⋆ Our analysis uncovers that even large-scale HPC applications
do not tend to take advantage of I/O parallelism, often using
less than 10 OSTs concurrently even during high intensity
I/O phases. This points toward the key reason for why HPC
applications often observe very small fraction of the peak I/O
bandwidth offered by large scale HPC storage systems.
⋆ We discover that the OSSes, which are typically as powerful as
the compute nodes, are often idle and have very low CPU utilization. Carefully designed analytic tools can opportunistically
steal these idle cycles to perform in-situ data analysis and file
system verification tasks without interrupting I/O activities.
⋆ Our extensive temporal and spatial correlation analysis identifies
correlated storage components and I/O activities (e.g., statistical characteristics of I/O activity periods, correlation between
read and write I/O at the OST and the system level, etc.). These
findings can be leveraged for designing intelligent I/O scheduling techniques that can predict and mitigate I/O contention in
HPC storage systems by coordinating the I/O intensive phases
of different applications at both, the system and the OST level.

2

Background

In this paper, we analyze the logs of a Lustre parallel file system
which is accessed by two supercomputing systems deployed at
NERSC, for the entire year of 2018. In this section, we briefly discuss
the configurations of these systems, the Lustre file system, and the
data monitoring and collection methodology.

2.1

System Architecture

The current flagship supercomputer at NERSC, named Cori, is a
Cray XC40 system with two computation partitions: the first consists of energy efficient 9,688 68-core Intel Xeon Phi (Knights Landing or KNL) processors and the second consists of 2,388 16-core
Intel Xeon (Haswell) processors. As shown in Fig. 1, an SSD-based
Cray DataWarp burst-buffer storage layer is available between the
compute nodes and the disk-based Lustre file system. The Lustre
file system is composed of ≈10,000 disks organized as 248 Lustre
Object Storage Targets (OST). Each OST has a corresponding Object Storage Server (OSS) which manages the I/O requests. The file
system also has a Meta Data Server (MDS) and a Meta Data Target
(MDT) to perform I/O metadata operations. The total size of the

2.2

Data Monitoring and Collection

The log data of Lustre is obtained by the Lustre Monitoring Tool
(LMT) [53], which is a distributed system to provide Lustre serverside activity on various server nodes, similar to the Unix “top”
command. LMT monitors the I/O activity of the OSSes, OSTs, MDS,
and MDT and retains these data for the preceding 24 hours in a
MySQL database. A separate service queries this MySQL database
and archives the data from the previous day into an HDF5 file before
it is expired from the MySQL database. Each HDF5 file consists of
datasets which contain performance statistics such as CPU utilization of OSSes, file operations of MDSes, and the read/write transfer
rates on the OSTs. Note that the LMT does not report the number
and size of read/write I/O requests served by the OSSes.
The logger generates one HDF5 file for every day of the year;
each file consists of 17280 entries as performance statistics are
captured every 5 seconds. Note that each entry is not expected to
accurately represent the state of the system during the previous 5second interval. In cases of network congestion, the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) packets used to communicate information about
the individual LMT devices to the LMT “watcher” often get accumulated in the entry when they reach the LMT watcher. This can cause
several consecutive entries to report a value of zero, followed by
an entry with large value. In order to filter out the noise generated
by this phenomenon, we use a 1-minute interval which consists of
12 entries of 5-second intervals. We found that using a 1-minute interval substantially equalizes entries which are unexpectedly large
(greater than the system’s peak limit). Using a 1-minute interval
is suitable for our analysis as we focus on larger trends which are
independent of performance statistics at per-second granularity.
These monitoring data can contain corrupted or anomalous data
points. Such undesirable data points are identified via performing
simple sanity checks that verify that physical system constraints are
not violated at each sample (e.g., theoretical data transfer bandwidth
at each OST level, at the system-level, CPU utilization, etc.) We
have ensured that our analysis is not affected by such data points.
We also ensure that data points corresponding to system shutdown
periods are appropriately handled and do not bias the analysis.
Finally, we note that server-side I/O logs, by design, do not contain client-side information such as application name, job id, or
user information. Therefore, it limits our study to perform correlation between server-side and corresponding user-level information.
Performing such a correlation while useful is quite challenging
as it would require instrumenting the applications and then doing accurate correlation between records with potentially different
time-stamps and without exact spatial information of I/O activities.
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Figure 2: Capturing “lag" in correlation between two variables: Illustration of lag and window when calculating correlation between
two random variables X and Y . “Lag" refers to the amount by which
Y is shifted in time when correlating with X and “window" refers
to the length of the considered time window (a single time window
may have one or more samples).
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Statistical Methods

This study derives insights by observing trends and substantiates
these insights with statistical methods. In particular, we use the
following statistical methods to support our findings: (1) Probability
(PDF) and Cumulative (CDF) Density Function, (2) Coefficient of
Variance (CoV), and (3) Coefficient of Correlation (CC).
Probability Density Function (PDF) and Cumulative Density
Function (CDF): The PDF and CDF statistically represent the
distribution of the variable under study (e.g., amount of data read)
over a period of time. PDF is represented as a histogram and CDF is
presented as a curve. The sum of all bars in the histogram is 100%
and the ceiling of the CDF curve is 100%.
Coefficient of Variance (CoV): PDF and CDF are useful in representing the distribution, but they do not directly quantify the
variance among the collected samples (e.g., data transferred at
1-minute granularity). While standard deviation can be used to
characterize the spread among the collected samples, it is biased by
the value of the mean. This is why we use the Coefficient of Variance (CoV) metric. CoV is the measure of the amount of variance
in the random variable distribution normalized by the mean of the
distribution. If the mean of the variable is µ and its variance is σ 2
(standard deviation is σ ), then CoV (in %) = σµ × 100. A high CoV
value indicates high variance.
Coefficient of Correlation between different variables: While
the characteristics of individual variables can be captured by statistical metrics such as mean, standard deviation, and CoV, we need
statistical methods to capture relationships between different variables. In this paper, we analyze different types of I/O activities (e.g.,
read and write), which may be correlated. Therefore, we use the
Coefficient of Correlation (CC) metric to determine if there is a
linear relationship between two random variables. For two random
variables, X and Y sampled n times with means µ X and µY and
standard deviations σX and σY , respectively, the CC is defined as:
Ín
i=1 (X i − µ X )(Yi − µ Y )
σ X ∗ σY
The value of CC can range between -1 and 1. A value of 1 indicates high positive correlation (value of i t h sample of Y increases/decreases in perfect proportion to increase/decrease in

Figure 3: Total data read is 1.75× the total data written in 2018.
value of i t h sample of X ), a value of -1 indicates high negative
correlation (value of i t h sample of Y decreases/increases in perfect
proportion to increase/decrease in value of i t h sample of X ), and a
value of 0 indicates no correlation.
The previous method is effective in capturing the correlation
between two variables at every time step. However, it is possible
that two variables are correlated with some lag. For example, read
activity on a particular OST at a particular instance might increase
the read activity on a nearby OST in future but not at the same
instance. We use the concept of “lag” to capture these potential
delayed correlations. The “lag” refers to the number of samples by
which the second random variable is shifted when calculating the
CC. For a lag of k, the CC of X and Y is defined as:
Ín−k
i=1 (X i − µ X (1 : n − k))(Yi+k − µ Y (1 + k : n))
σX (1 : n − k) ∗ σY (1 + k : n)
We note that µ and σ are calculated only for the indicated sample
range. The lag helps detect if there is a temporal relationship between the two random variables, i.e., does an increase/decrease in
i t h sample of X lead to an increase/decrease in the (i + k)t h sample
of Y (as opposed to comparing with the i t h sample of Y ).
Fig. 2 provides a visual representation of the concept of “lag" and
how it can be used to detect delayed temporal correlations. The
“window" refers to the granularity of the considered time window.
For example, to observe trends over larger time-scales, read activity
can be accumulated at a 5-minute granularity, even though the
samples are collected every minute, and then correlated with write
activity at a 5-minute granularity. If the “window" is 5 minutes, and
the variables are highly correlated with a lag of two, this implies
the correlation is lagging by two windows (i.e., 10 minutes).
Auto-correlation: When a random variable X is correlated with
itself (i.e. Y = X ), it is referred to as autocorrelation. Autocorrelation helps detect temporal relationship of the random variable
with itself i.e., does an increase/decrease in i t h sample of X lead
to an increase/decrease in the (i + k)t h sample of X . Note that
autocorrelation of a random variable with a lag of 0 is always 1.

3

Overall System-Level I/O Behavior

In this section, we study the I/O behavior at the system-level by analyzing the trends in read and write I/O. First, we compare the total
amount of data transferred for read and write I/O activities. Then,
we compare the rate of data transfer of read and write activities.
Total Amount of Data Transferred: Our analysis reveals that
read activity is significantly higher than write activity on the largescale storage system under study (Fig. 3). In one full year, more
than 400 PiB of data is read, while the amount of data written is
less than 230 PiB. Cumulative read activity is 1.75× the cumulative
write activity. We note that this trend is consistent across the whole

Figure 4: Read and write data transfer rates vary significantly.
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Figure 5: Hour-of-the-day behavior of reads and writes.
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period and is not an artifact of dramatic rise in read activity during
a short period of time.
Traditionally HPC storage systems are designed and built for
write-intensive activity (such as checkpoint and analysis output) [38, 39]. Recently published papers have shown that HPC
systems are mostly dominated by write-intensive workloads. Even
though read activity can be substantial, it is still lower compared to write activity (less than 45%) [4, 19, 23, 38, 58]. Darshantool based I/O monitoring and characterization had revealed that
some Darshan-instrumented applications can be significantly readintensive [10], but previous works have not shown that at the
aggregate-level, read activity is likely be to be higher than the write
activity by such a significant factor (1.75×). In 2014, the average read
and write volumes on Edison (NERSC’s then largest supercomputer)
were 139 TB/day and 303 TB/day, respectively [4]. The write volume
was over 2× the read volume then. In comparison, we have shown
that average read and write volumes in 2018 (at Cori and Edison)
were 1200 TB/day (8.5× increase since 2014) and 685 TB/day (only
2.3× increase since 2014), respectively. In this context, our finding is
critical for future storage system design as it shows that HPC workloads are no longer dominated by write activity; in fact, read activity
is significantly higher than write activity, at least for this particular
large-scale HPC storage system.
Data Transfer Rate: In Fig. 4, we show the CDF of data transfer
rate per minute for both read and write activities. Note that the data
transfer rate is reported as GiB/minute instead of the traditional
GiB/second metric because our sample granularity is 1 minute.
Hence, this result is not termed as read/write bandwidth, but instead
referred as data transfer rate, although the data transfer rate may
indeed be impacted by the observed I/O bandwidth from the system.
We first observe that the average amount of data transferred
during read activity is higher than the write activity (853 GiB/min
vs. 487 GiB/min). This is consistent with our previous observation
(Fig. 3), where the read activity is indeed 1.75× the write activity.
As noted by other studies [4, 35], the absolute data transfer rate for
this system also appears to be well below the peak I/O bandwidth
(700GB/second). One may argue that this observation is a side-effect
of having burst-buffers in the storage hierarchy which arrest most of
the writes and perhaps, not all writes are drained to the scratch space.
However, we found that this is not the case for the current NERSC
system. Over the full year 2018, the burst-buffers observed less
than 30 PiB read data and less than 40 PiB write data overall. Even
when the read and write traffic to the burst-buffer is considered in
the calculation, the overall read activity still remains significantly
higher than the write activity (≈1.9×).
Second, the difference in distribution shape between read and
write activities shows that the writes have more variance. While
more than 75% of write samples have data transfer rates less than
487 GiB/min, the rest have much higher data transfer rates, which
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Figure 6: Day-of-the-week behavior of reads and writes.
causes the high variation. To substantiate this further, we calculated
the CoV. The normalized variation of write activity is indeed higher.
The read activity CoV is 172% while write activity CoV is 245%;
there is a 73% point difference. In other words, most of the time,
the write activity is quite low compared to read activity; however,
rest of the time, the write activity is uncharacteristically high –
potentially exhibiting a bursty behavior. Prior works have shown
that HPC I/O workloads are bursty [19, 28, 29, 39], our analysis
confirms this and provide new evidence that writes have much
higher variance and “burstiness” than reads.
Observation: Production HPC storage systems may no longer be
dominated by write-intensive workloads. Surprisingly, read I/O activity is approx. 1.75× the write I/O activity. While both read and
write I/O activity on parallel HPC storage systems continue to be
bursty [28, 39], our new evidence suggests that writes have much
higher variance and burstiness than reads.

4

Temporal I/O Characteristics

Next, we characterize and analyze the temporal behavior of I/O
activity at the system level. First, we characterize the I/O behavior
at the hour-of-day and day-of-week granularity to discover diurnal
and other related I/O patterns. Then, we classify the I/O activity in
terms of intensity and quantify the I/O characteristics during I/O
periods of different intensity.
The left column in Fig. 5 shows the mean amount of data read
and written for each hour-of-the-day (accumulated over the entire
year). We observe that both read and write activity are fairly evenly
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Figure 7: Characteristics of high read and write I/O phases. An I/O phase is considered to have “high” intensity if it falls in the top 25% of all
I/O activity during the year. High read phases last longer than high write phases, and are less frequent than high write phases.
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Figure 8: Characteristics of low read and write I/O phases. An I/O phase is considered to have “low” intensity if it falls in the bottom 25% of
all I/O activity during the year. Low read phases last longer than low write phases, but are less frequent than low write phases.
distributed over all hours-of-the-day and there are no significant
diurnal patterns. This is in contrast to a previous work which has
noted that read and write I/O activities change considerably during
the day [23]. However, leadership-scale HPC systems like Cori and
Edison have high resource utilization at all times and hence, are
not likely to show idle periods. The only exception is the spike at
2am in both read and write activities due to system jobs that run in
the background at night-time every day.
While the cumulative data written and read do not show diurnal
patterns, interestingly, the variability in write I/O activity does.
The right column in Fig. 5 shows that the CoV is roughly the same
for read activity over hours-of-the-day, but the CoV for the write
activity is much higher during the evening hours. This indicates that
although the total amount of data written during evening hours is
the same as the morning hours, the variability is much higher (e.g.,
some evenings might observe much lower write I/O than others).
Day-of-the-week characteristics (Fig. 6) reveal that both read and
write I/O activities are roughly consistent across days. This behavior
is expected since HPC systems have more than 90% utilization most
of the time and are not idle during the weekends. However, we
note that the variability in the total amount of data written is much
higher on Sundays compared to other days of the week.
Observation: While, average I/O activity does not have diurnal or
weekly patterns, write activity is much more variable during evening
hours and on Sundays. Therefore, interference-sensitive, QoS-aware

and reproducibility-aware jobs [22, 37] should not be scheduled
during evening hours and on weekends when the variability is higher.
Now, we investigate the temporal characteristics of I/O by analyzing the I/O behavior at finer time granularity. To study this
systematically, we classify the I/O activity in terms of intensity
and quantify the I/O characteristics during I/O periods of different intensities. We analyze the behavior of system I/O activity at
1-minute granularity and differentiate between when the intensity
of the system I/O activity is “high" and “low". We categorize samples which fall in the third quartile (75t h percentile and above) as
high I/O activity and samples which are in the first quartile (below
25t h percentile) as low I/O activity. We focus on only these two
extreme periods because they are most interesting ones in terms of
job scheduling, contention mitigation, and provisioning decisions.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the I/O behavior during high and low I/O
activity phases, respectively. Each figure shows the behavior for
both types of I/O. We focus on two characteristics: (1) mean length
of the high and low I/O phases, and (2) time between two such
phases (i.e., inter-arrival time between two I/O phases of the same
type). We make several interesting observations from these plots.
High intensity I/O activity phase: First, we observe that the
mean length of high read I/O phase is 50% longer than the mean
length of high write I/O phase (6.62 minutes vs. 4.38 minutes) (Fig. 7).
This indicates that when the system goes in the high read I/O phase,
it stays in that phase longer than when it enters the high write I/O
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Figure 9: At the aggregate system level, reads and writes exhibit a high degree of auto-correlation with 5 and 25 minute time windows, but
not at very short (1 minute) time windows. Reads and writes are only weakly correlated to each other within the same minute of each other
and much weakly correlated at longer time windows.
phase. The mean inter-arrival time of high read I/O phase is also
about 50% longer than the mean inter-arrival time of high write
I/O phase (26.46 minutes vs. 17.55 minutes).
Comparing mean inter-arrival time and mean length of high
I/O activity phase shows that, interestingly, writes are more bursty
than reads. Write activity tends to enter the high activity phase
more frequently but when write activity enters the high activity
phase, it stays in that phase for a shorter time. This is in agreement
with our observation in Sec. 3 about writes having larger variation
in data transfer rates and being more bursty.
Low intensity I/O activity phase: Fig. 8 shows that the mean
length of low I/O activity phase for reads is longer than writes –
which resembles our observation for the high I/O activity phase
(Fig. 7). Similarly, the mean inter-arrival time of low read I/O phase
is higher than the mean inter-arrival time of low write I/O phase.
These two findings, when combined, indicate that the write activity
enters the low activity phase more frequently, but stays in that phase
for shorter time compared to read activity.
Next, comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we find that (1) the mean
inter-arrival time of low (read and write) I/O phase is higher than
the mean inter-arrival time of high (read and write) I/O phase, and
therefore (2) the mean length of low (read and write) I/O phase
is typically more than the mean length of high (read and write)
I/O phase. This implies that the system goes in the high I/O activity phase more often and stays in that phase for shorter times as
compared to the low I/O activity phase.
Observation: The system enters the high I/O activity phase more
often than the low I/O activity phase. But, the system stays in the low
I/O activity phase for longer duration than the high I/O activity phase.
In other words, the system is less likely to enter dull phase, but when
it does, it stays in that phase for longer duration. The distribution and
characteristics of these phases can guide intelligent interference-aware
scheduling of “data movement” to/from the scratch file system and
job scheduling in a multi-tier storage system [21, 46, 49].

5

Correlation Between Read and Write I/O
Activity at the System Level

As shown in Fig. 7, periods of high intensity I/O can last up to
multiple minutes. This naturally leads us to investigate if read and
write activities have predictability in the short-term. For example,
if one observes read activity for a few minutes, can it be used
as a predictor to indicate that read activity will last for the next
several minutes. This can be quantified by answering the following
question: “is the read activity auto-correlated with itself?". Therefore,

we perform three tests: (1) read I/O auto-correlation, (2) write I/O
auto-correlation, and (3) correlation between reads and writes.
As discussed earlier, to perform correlation analysis, we use the
concepts of window and lag. A window refers to the time period
during which an activity is observed and lag is used to capture
correlation between two variables that might be correlated with
some lag. By definition, a variable is perfectly auto-correlated with
itself at zero lag (i.e., coefficient of correlation (CC) is equal to 1.0).
If two variables are correlated but with some lag (say, 20 minutes),
then the CC will be high at lag = 4, if the chosen window length is
equal to 5 minutes. Alternatively, coefficient of correlation will be
high at lag = 2, if the chosen window length is equal to 10 minutes.
We make several interesting observations from Fig. 9. First,
Fig. 9(a) and (b) show that read and write I/O are not highly autocorrelated at the system level when the time window is 1 minute, but
the auto-correlation is significantly high when the time-window is
5 minutes or more. In other words, simply observing read/write activity at 1-minute granularity is not a good indicator of subsequent
read/write activity over next several minutes. However, read/write
activity at a longer time period granularity (5 minutes or more) is
a good indicator, that is the system is likely to see similar activity
trends of the same type (read/write) over the next 30 minutes or
longer. This finding can be further reasoned by observing the PDF
of length of high and low I/O activity phases in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
Length of most of high/low I/O activities phases are often only 1 or
2 minutes long. Therefore, only observing the I/O activity for a few
minutes alone cannot act as a good predictor for future activities.
Next, Fig. 9(c) reveals a new insight: read and write I/O are very
weakly correlated with each other for all time windows and lag
units. That is, if the system is observing the read activity during
a certain period, then, it cannot act as a good indicator for write
activity in the same or subsequent windows. Note that individual
applications can have this behavior where reads and writes are
temporally interdependent, but at system-scale, read and write
activities cannot be used to predict the behavior of one another.
Observation: Observing read or write activities at the system-level
at a very small time window is not useful for predicting storage system
load/contention in the near future, but observing the I/O activity at
the system-level for longer time windows (5 minutes or more) can
act as an effective predictor for storage load/contention. This can be
exploited for coordinating the schedule of I/O intensive phases from
different applications; a system-level service that advises applications
on scheduling I/O based on probing/coordination (such as [17, 18, 45])
should consider 5 minutes or longer for history to make decisions
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Figure 10: Load imbalance across OSTs: the total amount of data
read and written per OST during the year is 1.67 PiB and 0.95 PiB
on average, respectively. The amount of data read by an OST is not
proportional to the amount of data written to it.
instead of traditional shorter time windows. However, read and write
activities cannot act as a good predictor of future load for each other.
That is, the system may be observing high read activity during a certain period, but, it cannot act as a good indicator for high anticipated
write activity in the same or subsequent windows (and vice versa).

6

Spatial I/O Characteristics

In Sec. 4, we characterized and analyzed the temporal I/O behavior
of the storage system. Now, we investigate the spatial I/O characteristics. In particular, we seek answers to the following three
questions: (1) What is the distribution of total amount of data written
and read across all OSTs? (2) What is the parallelism during read
and write activity phases? (3) Are read and write I/O correlated at the
OST-level (i.e., given a time window, can current read or write activity
on a given OST be a good indicator for future I/O on the same OST)?
Load imbalance across OSTs: In Fig. 10, we show the total
amount of data read (top) and written (bottom) per OST, sorted by
the amount of I/O activity. This result reveals the following interesting trends: (1) There is much higher imbalance across OSTs in
terms of data read than data written. The most read-intensive OST
transferred over 2.5× more data than the least read-intensive OST.
On the other hand, this difference is relatively less but significant
for writes too (up to 15%). (2) Interestingly, the OSTs which are read
intensively are not necessarily written intensively, and vice versa.
These findings have important implications for load-balancing
I/O workload across OSTs. Note that existing MDS dispatcher
capacity-balances files across OSTs. However, there is no direct
support for distributing files in a manner which makes sure that
each OST is load-balanced in terms of the number of I/O requests or
the amount of data transferred. We also note that a write-intensive
OST does not necessarily experience high amount of data read
traffic and vice-versa. Therefore, load imbalance distribution across
one type of I/O cannot inform us about the load imbalance distribution across the other type. Additionally, previous works have found
that load imbalance across OSTs is a short-term phenomenon, and
that the load balances out over longer periods [23]. However, our
year-long analysis has found that even at longer time-scales, load
imbalance across OSTs persists.
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Figure 11: The degree of I/O parallelism (number of OSTs with
similar read/write activity at any 1 minute time interval) is limited.
The mean degree of parallelism of reads is 5.58 OSTs and that of
writes is 5.93 OSTs.
Observation: Surprisingly, OSTs experience significant load imbalance for both read and write activities. While the MDS attempts to
capacity-balance at file creation time, it does not mitigate the load
imbalance of data access and write. This finding emphasizes the need
to develop new techniques and production-level tools that periodically
change the placement of files to mitigate the side-effects of load imbalance issues such as concentrated contention on some OSTs, disk
failure, data corruption, write endurance issues [20, 27, 50, 57].
Degree of I/O parallelism: Next, we investigate the second question: the degree of read and write parallelism during I/O activity.
The degree of parallelism is defined as the number of OSTs which
transfer similar amount of data during a given time interval. We use
the following methodology to calculate the degree of parallelism:
at each interval, the 248 OSTs are clustered based on the similarity
of their read (write) activity. Clusters are formed such that within
each cluster, the difference in I/O activity between the OST with
the maximum read (write) activity and the minimum read (write)
activity is less than 5% of the minimum read (write) activity. The
size of each cluster is referred to as its degree of parallelism. For
example, if a cluster has 5 OSTs, its degree of parallelism is 5 as
it implies that there are 5 OSTs with similar I/O behavior at the
same time. It is important to note that using our methodology, we
are able to estimate the degree of parallelism in parallel storage
systems I/O using only server-side logs, without instrumenting the
applications or using client-side information.
Fig. 11 plots the CDF of the degree of parallelism of all such
clusters formed at all 1-minute time intervals during the year. We
observe that the average degree of parallelism is fairly low for both
read and write I/O. On average, less than 6 OSTs are in action simultaneously performing similar amount of data transfer. In fact, in
more than 85% of the cases, less than 10 OSTs and in more than 98%
of the cases, less than 20 OSTs appear to be acting in coordination.
This trend is true for both reads and writes. This could be due to
several reasons: (1) at NERSC, the default striping is one, and many
applications might neglect to change the striping preference, (2)
many applications might not use enough nodes to take advantage
of the parallelism offered by the storage system, and (3) Users might
be concerned that higher parallelism makes an application’s I/O
phase slower due to the higher statistical likelihood of encountering
a straggling OST. Given that over 98% of NERSC workloads run on
more than 1 core and more than 75% of them run on more than a
thousand cores [4], this finding reveals a relatively less-investigated
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(b) Per-OST Write Activity Autocorrelation

(c) Per-OST Read and Write Activity Correlation
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882911
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105268
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shortcoming of parallel HPC applications: "HPC applications perform computation in parallel, but still do not take advantage of
parallelism provided by the storage systems despite of the growing
gap between the speed of compute and storage systems".
Note that our definition of degree of parallelism is optimistic
since it does not require all OSTs to perform the exact same amount
of data transfer in a given time interval. In fact, we found that our
results and insights are not very sensitive to this range. For example,
we obtained similar results even when we increased the range from
5% to 10%. We also found that increasing the time granularity to
longer than 1 minute can slightly decrease the degree of parallelism
since the intensity of I/O activity may not sustain over a long
time duration. Note that we use a time interval of 1 minute for the
reasons outlined in Sec. 2, but, it might be argued that higher degree
of parallelism could be observed at smaller sampling granularity.
However, prior works [36] have shown that most applications who
take significant advantage of I/O parallelism either perform I/O for
longer than 1 minute or transfer ample amount of data within 1
minute for the burst to be detected, and hence, have shown that a
1-minute interval is sufficient to correlate application I/O activity
with system-wide I/O activity to detect I/O parallelism bursts.
We also performed deeper analysis to understand the distribution
of the degree of parallelism when the system is in high I/O phase, as
defined in Sec. 4, for both reads and writes during their respective
high I/O phases. We found that the average degree of parallelism
remains the same for read I/O (5.58), and is only slightly higher for
write I/O (6.22 as compared to 5.93). Table 1 shows the number of
1-minute occurrences where the degree of parallelism is higher than
10, 25, 50, OSTs etc. We observe that during high I/O phases, writes
display a higher degree of parallelism than reads. For example, we
found that write I/O has 123% more occurrences of samples where
the degree of parallelism is greater than 50 as compared to read I/O
during high I/O phase for both reads and writes. The higher degree
of parallelism for write I/O can also help explain why high write
I/O phases last for shorter durations than the high read I/O phases
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Table 1: Number of 1-minute occurrences of different degrees of
I/O parallelism of reads and writes during their respective high I/O
phases. Write I/O is more parallel than reads in general.
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Figure 12: I/O activity correlation on individual OSTs (one line per OST). The read activity is autocorrelated on most OSTs for up to 5
minutes, while the write activity is not autocorrelated on most OSTs. Reads and writes are not correlated with each other on the same OST.
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Figure 13: Cumulative number of file opens and closes during 2018.
Almost 20% of opened files are not closed.
(Sec. 4). Applications are more likely to use the parallel power of
storage systems when writing, but less likely to do so when reading,
possibly because they read only a subset of files (that they have
written to) at a time for analysis.
Observation: Parallel HPC applications are still far from taking
advantage of the parallelism provided by the parallel storage systems.
The degree of I/O parallelism is very limited, less than 20 OSTs in more
than 98% cases. Even during high intensity I/O phases, the degree of
I/O parallelism is small, although writes appear to achieve higher
parallelism than reads. This finding points to the key reason for why
HPC applications often observe very small fraction of the peak I/O
bandwidth offered by large scale HPC storage systems [4, 6, 7, 35, 48].
It also emphasizes the need for scaling out the I/O phase of parallel
applications so that compute node cycles can be better utilized.
Spatial autocorrelation at the OST granularity: Next, we
present the spatial autocorrelation analysis for read and write I/O
at per-OST level (recall that a similar analysis was performed in
Sec. 5 at the whole system level, but not at per-OST granularity).
Fig. 12(a) and (b) show the autocorrelation curves per OST for read
and write I/O for window length of 1 minute for 5 lag units (total
248 curves on each figures).
These results show interesting and contrasting trends, read I/O
at the OST level are highly autocorrelated at some OSTs but not
at other OSTs. While, write I/O is typically not autocorrelated at
the OST level. In other words, read I/O activity on some OSTs can
be a good indicator for more read I/O requests over the next several minutes on the same OST, but this is not true for write I/O
requests at the OST granularity. This is particularly noteworthy
because at the whole system-level (Sec. 5) such autocorrelations
at smaller intervals were very weak (Fig. 9(a) and (b)), but at the
OST-level (fine-grained spatial location) there is some predictability
for read I/Os. Interestingly, with longer window of 5 and 25 minutes (not shown for brevity), both reads and writes show strong
correlation across OSTs for lag of 1. Contrasting trends between
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Figure 14: File open and close activities are highly autocorrelated for longer windows for lags of up to 5 units. File open and close activities
are correlated with each other at all window lengths for lag of 0.
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Figure 15: The mean and maximum CPU utilization of each OSS
during 2018 in sorted order. Not only is the CPU utilization imbalanced across OSSes, but CPU cycles are also highly underutilized
as the mean CPU utilization is less than 2% across all OSSes.
the whole system-level and OST-level can be explained when we
carefully consider the degree of I/O parallelism observations. Since
I/O activities are often happening at a very small number of OSTs
concurrently, the overall effect when aggregated over all OSTs is
less pronounced for identifying correlations at the macro-level and
hence, the predictability is limited, esp. at small time windows. But,
since HPC applications often perform more than just a few seconds
of I/O, albeit only at a few OSTs at a time, observing these activities
at the fine-grained (OST) level where the I/O is taking place can
serve as a good indicator for the near-future at that particular OST.
Finally, Fig. 12(c) shows that reads and writes are not correlated
at the OST-level for window length of 1 minute. These results echo
the system-level results (Fig. 9(c)) which showed equally weak correlation among reads and writes. We found similarly weak correlation
with longer time windows and lag units (not shown).
Observation: As discussed earlier, read and write activities at the
whole system granularity are not effective in predicting the near-term
load (less than 5 minutes), but our results show and explain that at the
individual OST granularity, read I/O activities in short-term can be
used effectively for both near-term and slightly long-term future load
prediction at a particular OST. This observation should be leveraged to
mitigate and manage contention at the OST-level in both short-term
and long-term (e.g., identifying and moving data at contended OSTs).

7

MDS and OSS Utilization Analysis

Meta Data Server (MDS) and Object Storage Servers (OSS) are relatively less analyzed components in parallel HPC storage systems.
In this work, we analyze the MDS load and OSS utilization behavior
seeking answers to the following two specific questions: (1) What
are the characteristics of the file open and close operations on the MDS
and is there any correlation among those operations? (2) What are
the characteristics of the CPU utilization on each of the 248 OSSes?

MDS Operations: Fig. 13 shows that users perform file open
and close operations throughout the year as expected (cumulative
number of files opened is more than 300 billion). However, not all
files that are opened are closed. As shown in Fig. 13, roughly 20%
of the files opened are not closed. While, the average number of
file opens and closes is 586 thousand opens/min and 420 thousand
closes/min, respectively, this number can be as high as 327 million
opens/min and 235 million closes/min, respectively, during some
intervals. This indicates that file opens and closes are bursty in
behavior. The CoV of file opens and closes among 1-minute intervals
during the year is 153% and 150%, respectively.
Next, Fig. 14 shows that, similar to read and write I/O at the
system level, file open and close operations are autocorrelated at
longer time windows, but not at small intervals (e.g., 1 minute).
High autocorrelation in file open and close activities is expected
since users typically open (and close) multiple files during an I/O
phase. Also, as shown in Fig. 14 (c) file open and close activities are
correlated with each other across all window lengths for lag of 0.
This is expected as well, since users are likely to open and close the
same files during an I/O phase. As was explored in Sec. 4 (Fig. 7),
over 80% of high I/O phases last 5 minutes or less. This is reflected
in the high correlation between file open and close activities at 1
minute and 5 minute windows for lag of 0.
OSS CPU utilization characteristics: Next, we investigate the
second question: what are the characteristics of the OSS CPU utilization? We discovered that on average, OSSes have very light
CPU utilization (Fig. 15). The average CPU utilization is less than
2% for all 248 OSSes. This is expected since the the system is not
performing I/O at all times. However, even the max CPU utilization
is lower than 75% for more than 60% of the OSSes. This finding
highlights the opportunity to opportunistically but carefully exploit idle cycles on OSSes to perform in-situ data analysis, data
integration and verification. However, we caution that leveraging
this finding requires careful and efficient implementation. Some
analytic tools can behave erratically by exhausting the memory
resources on these OSSes or delaying the critical I/O requests from
compute nodes. Such cases need to be handled carefully by designing strategies that mitigate such side-effects including instability
of OSS nodes. A few strategies include preemption-capable analytic tools and compute resource partitioning for isolation. First,
executing preemption-capable analytic tools on OSS enables us
to prioritize scheduling I/O requests and avoid starvation of I/O
requests. This may also require system-level capability for efficient
checkpoint-and-restart capability on OSSes. Second, explicit and deterministic resource isolation can ensure that OSSes do not become
unstable due to stealing of idle cycles. Execution of analytic tools
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Figure 16: Correlation between OSS CPU utilization: the CPU utilization is highly autocorrelated across OSSes for 1-minute window.
can be limited in scope by assigning them to specific cores, setting
the upper-limit on memory consumption, cache partitioning (e.g.,
Intel’s Cache Allocation Technology).
Our results also reveal that OSS CPU utilization autocorrelates
with itself for all OSSes for window length of 1 minute (Fig. 16).
This is interesting because we found that read I/O activity and write
I/O activity do not autocorrelate on many OSTs (Fig. 12(a) and (b)).
At NERSC, different factors can affect OSS CPU utilization: (1) the
number and type of I/O requests being served has a large impact on
CPU utilization as it is proportional to the number of bookkeeping
operations, (2) the number of “stat” calls on files being served has a
small but statistically significant signature on OSS CPU utilization
as every “stat” call triggers a read I/O, (3) the use of software RAID
increases CPU utilization on writes (but not reads), etc. Therefore,
in terms of I/O, OSS CPU utilization is impacted by the number
and type of I/O requests and not the amount of data transferred.
Therefore, the high autocorrelation of OSS CPU utilization shows
that an OSS is likely to observe similar quantity of I/O requests
for a few minutes on most OSSes. Autocorrelation analysis for
wider window lengths (not shown for brevity) demonstrates that
the correlation weakens across OSSes as the window gets wider,
thus showing that OSS CPU utilization remains similar for up to
4-5 minutes (lag 4-5 for 1-minute window).
Observation: MDS activities such as file open and close, as expected,
are auto-correlated. MDS activities are bursty in nature, performing
up to 327 million opens/min and 235 million closes/min during peak
periods. However, the CPU utilization on OSSes are relatively modest
even during high usage period (maximum CPU utilization is lower
than 75% for more than 60% of the OSSes). This finding can open-up
the opportunity to steal abundant idle cycles on OSSes to perform
other works such as in-situ data analysis, file system verification [9,
43, 47]. However, as discussed above it requires careful and efficient
implementation to avoid OSSes becoming unstable.

8

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the scope of our findings and analysis,
and identify the threats to the validity of our findings as other HPC
centers learn from our experience.
Effects of I/O Workloads and NERSC-specific environment: As expected, our findings are directly affected by the nature
of workloads being executing at NERSC and the NERSC environment. We emphasize that our findings cannot be generalized without appropriately factoring into NERSC environment.
Our finding that production HPC storage systems may no longer
be dominated by write-intensive workloads only, clearly indicates
the rise in the read-heavy workloads. We anticipate that increase in
machine learning and analytic workload may attribute toward this
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observed trend. Machine learning workloads are often read-heavy,
reading in the input data iteratively to converge to an accurate,
stable and refined model. Wide increase of such workloads on
leading HPC centers has been observed in recent years [1, 12, 13]
and hence, this observation may become stronger over time and at
other HPC centers in future too.
In particular, NERSC has been observing increasing in data and
learning workloads in NERSC Exascale Science Applications Program (NESAP) [15]. Data and learning applications such as PCA and
BD-CATS are quite I/O-intensive (more than 40% of time performing
I/O) [14]. At the same time, interestingly, the applications that generate the large read workloads observed in this study are the same
applications that do not necessarily fall into the machine learning
domain and have run at NERSC for many years (QCD and quantum modeling of materials). Therefore, increase in read-intensive
workloads may not be limited to data and learning workloads only.
Correlating server-side logs with application I/O patterns is a
worthy goal and may provide further insights. However, it is very
difficult because Lustre implements a client-side page cache. This
transparently restructures very small but contiguous I/Os into large
sequential writes during write-back, and this process is transparent
to both application-level profiling and the back-end file system
monitoring (which only sees the write-back traffic). NERSC supports over 7,000 users and 700 applications, and there are typically
several hundred jobs executing concurrently at any given moment
on the Cori system. In aggregate, the I/O patterns can be complex
as a result of this broad workload mix, but large bursts of I/O are
still observed with moderately sized jobs issuing parallel I/O.
Effects of Burst-Buffer. Burst-buffer usage at NERSC is still
at infancy stage; only a handful of users take advantage of burstbuffers and rest directly use the scratch space. As discussed earlier
in Sec. 3, current level of activity at the burst-buffer does not significantly influence the findings in this study. A future useful deeper
exploration would be to analyze the burst-buffer traffic in a mature
stage. It would require distinguishing the stage-in and stage-out
data. However, current monitoring facility does not support this
capability and reports only aggregate data read and written to
the burst-buffer. For example, currently, one cannot distinguish
whether the data is read by the compute nodes or staged-in the
burst-buffer. As the burst-buffer usage matures and its monitoring capability develops, we plan to perform similar analysis of the
burst-buffer I/O and how it affects I/O to the scratch space.
Effects of Lustre File System: NERSC uses Cray-maintained
Lustre which is based on an old Lustre version (2.5) but has a
lot of back-ported features and patches. The Lustre clients and
servers are also different versions, and the clients get updated
every time we patch the system. Note that the patch version of
the Cray Lustre client is useful for Cray maintenance only and
does not correspond to Lustre’s public versions. The current
server version is 2.5.1 (jenkins-Changeling_Lustre-361-361gbb51c1c-CHANGED-2.6.32-431.17.1.x2.0.90.x86_64) and
the client version is 2.7.5.13. We have ensured that our findings are
not a side-effect of Lustre bugs.
We note that our findings cannot be generalized or trivially
extended to other parallel file systems. For example, GPFS is a fundamentally different file system architecture that is block-based
rather than object-based, and the definition of a stripe is fundamentally different. We also note that NERSC’s default policy is
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no-striping because it was observed to work better with Lustre file
system and useful for file-per-process I/O pattern. Typically, HPC
centers set the default striping factor between 1 and 4 which may
not significantly affect our observations about the low degree of
I/O parallelism at NERSC, but setting the striping to higher counts
can potentially decrease the load imbalance across OSTs.
For OST file distribution, NERSC’s Lustre uses both round robin
and weighted allocator continuously based on the weighting factor.
The qos_prio_free paramter is tuned to 91% currently. The choice
of the allocator is a function of this weight and the level of OST
fullness of all OSTs at the moment every file is created.

9

Related Work

Tools for Monitoring I/O: Over the last two decades, there has
been a large interest in trying to examine, model, and predict the
I/O behavior of HPC applications. To this end, several software
implementations have been proposed to monitor I/O at job-level [10,
11, 24, 44, 54] and at storage-system-level [2, 25, 26, 49, 58]. More
recent attempts aim to develop an all-encompassing and cohesive
monitoring system which can monitor end-to-end I/O behavior of
jobs at each step along their I/O path [16, 31, 32, 40, 42, 58]. The
purpose of these works is to introduce the tools and demonstrate
how they can be used. Therefore, most of these works only provide
a few examples as case studies and do not provide an in-depth
analysis of either job-level or storage-system-level I/O behaviors.
An exception to this is a recent work by Yang et al. [58], which
studies a few job-level characteristics such as write I/O’s proportion of the job’s total I/O, and system level characteristics such as
MDS utilization by login and I/O nodes. However, these are limited
to surface-level characteristics shown to demonstrate the tracing
ability of their tool, Beacon. Lockwood et al.’s work [31] provides
analysis based on profiling a few applications, but does not discover
temporal and spatial correlations at the system-level.
I/O Characterization and Analysis: Works which provide an
analysis of I/O can be broadly classified into two categories: (1)
ones which study the I/O behaviors of individual applications, and
(2) ones which study the I/O behavior of the storage system as a
whole. The former type of works study and model I/O behaviors
such as data transfer rate, I/O periodicity and repetition, and I/O
variability of individual jobs [30, 33–35, 52, 55, 56, 59]. These works
do not necessarily only rely on job-level monitoring tools. For
instance, works by Liu et al. [28, 29] look at server-side logs to
identify patterns in I/O of individual jobs, and Madireddy et al. [36]
attempt to correlate the monitoring data of job-level logs with
storage-system-level logs. These works are orthogonal to our work,
and the findings from these works can be used in conjunction with
ours to develop a holistic job-level and storage-system-level view.
On the other hand, there are also works which analyze the storage system [19, 23, 39, 49, 51]. For example, Oral et al. [39] use
benchmark suites to analyze different types and configurations of
file and storage systems, and provide recommendations. But it does
not analyze traces of existing activity on existing storage systems.
These works do not provide an in-depth analysis at MDS, OSS and
OST level. They only provide the high-level characteristics at entire
storage-system level, but miss on discovering interesting insights
found in this work due to lack of detailed temporal and spatial
analysis at different levels in space and time.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have drawn new insights about the temporal,
spacial, and correlative behavior of HPC I/O by analyzing serverside I/O logs. We have shown that read I/O activity dominates the
system’s I/O utilization in terms of the amount of data transferred.
In spite of this, write I/O is generally more bursty than read I/O and
it displays a higher degree of parallelism. We have also shown that
larger amount of reads and writes generally signal large amount of
reads and writes in the near future. We also found that the OSTs
are not load-balanced in terms of the amount of data transferred,
and that the OSSes go largely underutilized in terms of their CPU
cycles. We discussed how these findings can help improve the
state of practice by enhancing the scheduling and load-balancing
decisions for parallel storage systems.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation
SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS REPORTED
As described in the paper, we analyzed the logs of a Lustre parallel
file system, which is accessible to two supercomputing systems
deployed at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center (NERSC), for the entire year of 2018. The current flagship
supercomputer at NERSC, named Cori, is a Cray XC40 system with
two computation partitions: the first is based on energy efficient
68-core Intel Xeon Phi (Knights Land-ing or KNL) processors and
the second is based on 16-core Intel Xeon (Haswell) processors.
The first partition contains 9,688 nodes and the latter has 2,388
nodes. As shown in Figure 1, an SSD-based Cray DataWarp burst
buffer storage layer is available between the compute nodes and the
disk-based Lustre file system. The Lustre filesystem is composed
of 10,000 disks organized as 248 Lustre Object Storage Servers
(OSSs) with an equal number of Object Storage Targets (OSTs).
The total size of the file system is 30 PB with an aggregate peak
I/O bandwidth of 700 GB/s. This Lustre file system is also shared
by another system, Cray XC30 system named Edison, which has
12-core processors on each of the 5,586 nodes. Edison has a local
Lustre file system as well, but in our paper, we study the logs of the
shared Lustre file system.
The log data of Lustre is obtained by the Lustre Monitoring Tool
(LMT), which is a distributed system to provide Lustre server-side
activity on various server nodes, similar to the Unix “top” command.
LMT monitors the I/O activity of Object Storage Servers (OSS),
Object Storage Targets (OST), Meta Data Servers (MDS), and Meta
Data Targets (MDT) and retains these data for the preceding 24
hours in a MySQL database. A separate service queries this MySQL
database and archives the data from the previous day into an HDF5
file before it is expired from the MySQL database. Each HDF5 file
consists of datasets that contain performance statistics such as CPU
utilization of OSSes, file operations of MDSes, and the read/write
transfer rates on the OSTs. Note that the LMT does not report the
number and size of read/write I/O requests served by the OSSes.
The dataset we have analyzed in this study is from the entire year
of 2018. The system generates one HDF5 file for every day of the
year; each file consists of 17280 entries as performance statistics
are captured at every 5-second interval.
NERSC uses Cray-maintained Lustre which is based on an old
Lustre version (2.5) but has a lot of back-ported features and patches.
The Lustre clients and servers are also different versions, and the
clients get updated every time we patch the system. Note that the
patch version of the Cray Lustre client is useful for Cray maintenance only and does not correspond to Lustre’s public versions.
The current server version is 2.5.1 (jenkins-Changeling
L ustre − 361 − 361 − дbb51c1c − CHANGED − 2.6.32 −
431.17.1.x2.0.90.x86
6 4)andtheclientversionis2.7.5.13.

ARTIFACT AVAILABILITY
Software Artifact Availability: There are no author-created software artifacts.

Hardware Artifact Availability: There are no author-created hardware artifacts.
Data Artifact Availability: Some author-created data artifacts
are NOT maintained in a public repository or are NOT available
under an OSI-approved license.
Proprietary Artifacts: No author-created artifacts are proprietary.
List of URLs and/or DOIs where artifacts are available:
N/A

BASELINE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, AND
MODIFICATIONS MADE FOR THE PAPER
Relevant hardware details: CORI: 9,688 68-core Intel Phi and
2,388 Intel Haswell Xeons, Edison: 5,586 12-core Intel IvyBridge
Processors. Lustre client 2.5.1, Lustre server 2.7.5.13.
Operating systems and versions: CORI and Edison: CNL OS; compute nodes run a lightweight kernel and run-time environment
based on the SuSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) Linux distribution.
Compilers and versions: N/A
Applications and versions: N/A
Libraries and versions: N/A
Key algorithms: PDF, CDF, Coefficient of Variance, Coefficient
of Correlation, Shifted Correlation, Auto-Correlation
Input datasets and versions: Lustre LMT HDF5 logs, one for each
day, each with 17280 entries, during the year 2018

